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Here, the Act imposes compelled government messages on certain nonprofit pro-life organizations that
provide information and free help to pregnant women
to empower them to choose not to have abortions. It
forces Plaintiffs to post certain disclosures in violation
of their First Amendment right to free speech. It requires licensed medical centers, such as Plaintiff PCC
and similar NIFLA members, to post a disclosure referring women and making arrangements for them to
receive referrals for abortion. The Act requires unlicensed non-medical pregnancy centers, such as Plaintiff Fallbrook and similar NIFLA members, to place in
all “digital” advertisements and post within their facilities disclosures telling women they have no medical
licenses, even though those centers need no medical licenses since they are not offering medical services (and
don’t pretend to).
In compelling this speech, the Act interferes with
the heart of Plaintiffs’ freedom of speech. Forcing licensed Plaintiff centers to tell women where and how
to arrange an abortion makes them promote the very
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opposite of their message. Unlicensed centers, in turn,
must clutter or preclude their advertising altogether
due to posting the long and prominent disclaimers.
Those disclaimers, both in ads and at their facilities,
force the Plaintiffs to begin their expressive relationship with a client with an immediate negative message
that Plaintiffs [pg. 10] would not express in that way
at that time. The message strongly suggests that
Plaintiffs are unqualified to provide their information
because they are not licensed physicians. This is false,
however, because the unlicensed Plaintiff centers need
no license since they provide no medical services. They
are fully competent to share their viewpoint and personal help to women to aid them in choosing better options than abortion. The Supreme Court recognized in
Riley that forcing a speaker to begin his relationship
with an unwanted disclosure imposes a severe harm to
speech rights because it may end the communicative
relationship before it begins. 487 U.S. at 799-800
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